Rise of the Isle of the
Lost

The traitor's kiss
by Erin Beaty
A brilliant spy and less-than-ideal
lady Sage Flower pursues an
apprenticeship with a matchmaker
to escape an arranged marriage
while collecting information about
a group of soldiers and brides
amongst rumors of a political

by Melissa De la Cruz
A latest entry in the best-selling
series that includes Return to the
Isle of the Lost finds Mal, Evie,
Carlos and Jay scrambling to
protect Auradon when a villain
from their past returns.

The Shadow Cipher
by Laura Ruby
A debut entry in an alternatehistory series depicts three kids
who try to solve a modern-world
puzzle and complete a treasure
hunt laid into the streets and
buildings of New York City.

Song of the current
by Sarah Tolcser
When Caroline Oresteia, seventeen,
finally has a chance to be a
wherryman, she gets caught in a
web of politics and lies, with her
father's life at stake.

Traveler
by L. E. DeLano
Teen author Jessa learns that she
and one of her characters, Finn,
are Travelers with the ability to
slide between realities, and that
Finn is determined to prevent her
dying in yet another realm.

uprising.

The valiant
by Lesley Livingston
The 17-year-old daughter of a
proud Celtic king is captured by a
band of brigands and sold to an
exclusive training school for
women gladiators under the
patronage of Julius Caesar,
circumstances that force her to put
her survival in the hands of an enemy who was
responsible for a beloved sister's death.

The width of the world
by David Baldacci
Having discovered the truth about
Wormwood before surviving the
Quag, heroine Vega Jane, who has
endured more than anyone before
her, is confronted by devastating
forces unlike any she has ever
encountered.
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The Black Witch
by Laurie Forest
Believed to be the prophesized heir
of her grandmother Carnissa in
spite of having no magical abilities,
Elloren pursues her dream of
becoming an apothecary only to
discover that the University poses
threats against her family.

Blood rose rebellion.
by Rosalyn Eves
Accidentally breaking her sister's
debutante spell, a non-magical girl
from a powerful magic-wielding
family is exiled to her father's
native home in Hungary, where she
confronts a difficult choice upon
discovering her own latent power.

A court of wings and
ruin
by Sarah J Maas
Hoping to gather information on
Tamlin and the invading king
threatening Prythian, Feyre plays a
deadly game of deceit while trying
to find allies.

The Crown's Fate
by Evelyn Skye
Imperial Enchanter Vika struggles
with dangers in her once-coveted
position while Pasha grapples with
disputes about his legitimacy and
Nikolai considers how far he is
willing to go to return to the world.

Dark Breaks the Dawn

The Hundredth Queen

by Sara B Larson

by Emily R. King

A Light Kingdom princess who
manifests magical abilities when
she turns 18 only to find her land
threatened by a war and a powerhungry king.

Faced with the danger of a
tournament to the death—and her
growing affection for
Deven—Kalinda has only one hope
for escape, and it lies in an arcane,
forbidden power buried within her.

The Gauntlet

Lifeblood

by Karuna Riazi
Farah is sucked into a mechanical
board game and forced to defeat
its diabolical architect in order to
free themselves and others trapped
with them while battling fantastical
beasts and solving difficult
puzzles.

by Gena Showalter
Having chosen her realm in the
Everlife, Ten faces the
consequences of her decision and
endeavors to save her Secondlife
while the war between Troika and
Myriad rages, a situation that is
further complicated by Ten's
inability to forget Killian.

Hollow city

Lord of shadows

by Ransom Riggs

by Cassandra Clare

Jacob and his new friends, who
possess supernatural abilities, must
journey to London (circa 1940), the
'peculiar' capital of the world. There
they hope to find a cure for their
beloved headmistress, Miss
Peregrine.

Dividing Eden
by Joelle Charbonneau
When their father and older sibling
are killed by assassins, a pair of
royal twins who were never
destined to rule are forced to
compete against each other in a
dangerous trial that is shaped by
the schemes of the ruling council.

Emma is torn between her love for
Julian and her need to protect him
from the consequences of their
forbidden relationship, a situation
that is challenged by her
relationship with Mark and his
efforts to reclaim his Shadowhunter
capabilities.

The Magnificent Glass
Globe
by N. R. Bergeson
An old chest. A translucent globe. A
magical adventure beyond their
wildest dreams.

